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ABSTRACT
The computer Crime effects against the moral & modesty in the family & the society bounds,
recognizing the legal Problems relate to it & presenting a way to solve the problems is of the research
necessities in the information technology area. Areas that accurse the crimes against the modesty & the
maval in it includes: forms , insult & accuse & issue of the computer lies, inviting the people to do
criminal and anti- moral actins in the fantastic space , panderism, Pornography or lewdism ,
propagation of the absence act & sins , instruction crime & illegal relations, that panderism &
prography is the most important crims, because other mentioned crimes in deed are sub category of
these two crimes. Considering the importance of these crimes it is tried to investigate panderism&
pornography in especial & to survey the precipitation of these crimes & its effect or the family & the
common people.
KEYWORDS: Crime, Cyber Space, Parnography (lewdism), panderism, moral, modesty.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Legal laws like other sciences are developing and the legal researches have a significant help to
this growth & elevation and usually faraways aspects of the reality from legislator's look and the
research has main contribution in legislation reform.
Considering that the Islamic culture, the modesty & the moral has an special place, it needs to
more research in this field to maintain the people limits. It seems that in the computer crime laws,
crime meaning against the modesty & the moral is not faid attention to remove them by the legislator.
Everyday are doing the crimes in computer against the modesty and moral of the people that keep away
of the law lock, of the kinds of the computer crimes, inspection of some are more important because
correlate to the moral & the modesty of the people directly and the family facial faces with the severe
crisis. While there is no much date of enactment the special laws to the computer crimes, it is necessary
that the specialists consider the crime extension pay it attention more and remove the new law
ambiguous. The present research with the mentioned aim tries to answer to this question "If the
laws for the crimes against the computer moral & the modesty consists of all of the crimes against the
computer modesty & moral and is fit with the destruction effects of these crimes on the family bounder
not for this propose author defines the moral & the modesty, the crimes against the modesty & the
crime and also the computer crimes in this field at the first discussion, at the second discussion says
about the computer crimes fulfill against the moral & the modesty and at the thirty discussion, we
investigate ponderism & pornography as two much destructive sample of the computer crimes against
the moral & the modesty in religious juns prudence & law & finally we conclude.
First discussion: descriptions and concepts.
Modesty " ( Effat)" is an Arabic word from "Effaf" means and chastity and eye- clean ( Rezaee,
1360, p. 15) & indeed a sense for the concupiscence (Ragheb Esfahan: 1374, p. 618). To define the
morality is said, morality is the plural from of the temper and the temper is a since for the spirit that
with out thinking leads him to the works. in legal terminology unchaste defines: " any work that relates
to the sexual affair and it is shameful in the common custom & senses & the laws accounts it the
"Crime". (jafari langarudi , 1373, p. 473). The crimes against the common modesty & moral has full
difference with rape & unchaste crimes, because the actions that discussed as the rape & unchaste is
indeed measures that are doing relate to the human, but the crimes against the common modesty &
moral indicate the statements and indications & the common are recognized anti good moral & the
common moral . (" ,P.3). considering the crimes that the legislator fallowed in 18th section, any action,
behavior and the speech that is anti modesty & chastity, either illegal relations with adverse sex base of
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rape , simulate to the unlawful act, wounding the common modesty, supply and purchase & sell of
obscene pictures and… sever as the crimes against the modesty and the common morality. (as son fard,
1387, p. 18) To define the crimes against the common moral & modesty may be said: It is any kind of
publishing, distribution, exchange and sending the obscene concert , stimulate, encourage, threat or
deceit the people , facilitating to reach the mentioned matters by computer or communication website.
Second discussion: factors to fulfill the computer crimes against the modesty & the morality, at
least advantage of the creme analysis, may be offencedism and it tries to limit or decrease the situations
that leads to the offence (Davoodi, 1388, p. 89) as it is possible. Third discussion: panderism &
pornography computer crimes.
Although accurance some of the Crimes against he moral & the traditional common modesty
transmitted by internet accurance from phtsical environment to the fantastic environment (eg:
pornography , sex tuxism , illegal relations, penderism) but integrating all of them in the computer
crime farmes is impossible , because the legislator some times don’t suppose the crime.
Indeed criminal enjoy of the computer as an instrument in this kind of the crimes and expand his
work and facilitate it. One of concerns that has served the crime by Iran penal legislator in this domain,
it can be referred to panderism pornography. The areas such as provide, publish, exchange & trade of
the computer lies, invite the people to criminal measures illegal relations are of anti modesty &
morality actions & sub categories of panderism & pornography and in this research we investigate two
the mentioned crime.
1.1. panderism :
Based of " Lomeh & sharh" : Panderism is a person who reach two actors of the obscene act like
adultery , pederast & lesbianism and mediate between them. (Ameli, vol. 9. P. 84)
Gathering among two prostitutes is said panderism ( makki 1389, vol. 2. p. 231). Also based on
"javaherkalam" panderism is gathering men & women for adultery or gathering men for adultery,
although he is a child. (Najafi, 1363, vol. ul p. 399).
In Islam who do this crimes help to the sin, consciously or unconsciously that is a for bidden
matter, who that make a site to introduce the immorality actors to each other or display lewd pictures,
accompany in the sinful unconsciously and help him/ his in the sin in a sense. Noble Ayah "va la
taanco Alalesm valodvan" implies on its prohibition, "Lataavanoo" statement indicates legislator,
Inhibition
There are many statements about the inhibition meaning in the rules , and it is enough here that
bath of facts are in probation and the real means of them is prohibition.
2. pornography
Pornography or lewdism, is one of the most important crimes that is doing against the morality?
Modesty and has direct influence an the family.
Pornography means the statements that present by sex stimulate intention in the popular sense the
pictures like the sexual argan of the man?
Woman, woman & man sex or woman with woman and their criminal meaning can be in the
theatre, present, production, trade & shameful concepts, internet arising, made this crime nontraditional, provided efficient tools to the sexual abusers. This modern communication technology,
result in many fold bulk of its abuse and in creasing the numbers of the persons who receive the
pictures & the picture bulk, unimagable. (baym 1388. p. 358)
Word meaning of the pornography is " any writing, film, picture & statement relate to the sexual
affairs that have not any literal, art, political & scientific value. Porno means prostitute and
pornography means prostitutism. These kinds of the crimical actions that internally are in the
traditional crimes, came by the computer & internet develop in the popular medias and is unique in the
distribution extend aspect itself.
Allah says to the men & women in these Ayat, keep your eyes, the author of Tafsirolbayan
interpretation says: base of keeping is reducing and when he/ she kept of his/ her sound or eys means
reduced. (tabarsi, 1379. vol 7. p. 137)
Alameh Tabatabaee said " Ghaz" meanfs over laping the eyelids. (Tabatabaee 1303, vol 15, p. 157)
2.1. pornography background:
Pornography & its different forms like child pornography dates to the late 19 th century 8 the
early of coth century and mostly is receivable in the paper pornography, magazine, paint & video. In
some countries still these forms have either dominant are method. (Mohebi, 1378, P.117)
In Iran when video came in the homes in 60 decade, this crime stated in shameful films / movies
& augmented and distributed in secret. By papering the computer & using it at the tiomes, these scenes
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saved an the disc or CD and exchanged between the people. (salaryfar, 1381, p. 31). But now internet
Nat only as a mechanism to generate, perform, trade? Distribution does pornography, but as an
instrument (vehicle) for pornography actors, generates, communicates and attracts offences. But, it
seems that internet unit & agency that are busy to the child pornography sell, have rapid growth along
other pornography forms.
2.2. pornography founders:
offended ones of these Crime that are the families in common divide two parts:
1- children & teenagers
2- adults
Children teenager criminals in the international web (Internet) are of the important issues of the
syberi crimes. Child lewding occurred as the child sex exploit & abuse that it can defied it: any drawing
or explains tools of the child sex exploition such as visual is that focused n the child sex organs or
activates (kar, 1382, 87).
Internet offenceds use of the chance & simplicity of the children & try deviate them from the
dialogue rooms & post electronic and finally abuse them in pornography and broad cast their pictures
on the shameful sites (khorasani, 1381 p.9)
The child pornography is a big abuse of the child legal rights and it most think that how the
legislator is silent against of this kind of the crimes. In globalization conditions the children training is
beyond of the parents.
and even "the education system in beyond of the government monopoly. (firahi, 1382, P. 162)
child train requistic , is to know him/ his and supervise on his/ her relations (seyf, 1383, p. 192)
this knowledge is done easily until the child is under supervision & control al the family, but
today, two processes have made difficult this control. First, globalization, second, communicative &
informative new technologies in the present society, the old generation (parents) have less knowledge
than his/ her sons about new communication technology and gap, decrease or omit the supervision an
control possibility on the child (Asadi, 1388, p. 35). At the recent years a considerable amounts of the
pornography allocated to the child pornography. Children among other offence des have speciall
situation, for their offence ding percent is very high and the possibility of the crime detection and
following the criminals is very law and the body & mind damage an the children is move than adults
and, usually appears in the young ages. (Davoodi, 1388, P. 14)
In sum , lewding accounts a sever threat in three aspect for the children in the syber space. First of
all the children access to the shameful lewding in the internet is possible, second, lewds, found the
children lewding as a easy way to sell their products and for this the sex abuse from the children
prevalent to this extent, the thirty and the most sever danger for the children is that pederasts and the
other dangerous people can attract their victims, through internet and by communicate, Email on gap
and trap them in the yeal world. (jinadi, 1382, p, u1-22). Adult offence ding is profound today. What is
a offence higher that becoming weak the families amiting the trusts and change the marry relations, the
men who familiar with the shameful pictures miss bounding to the wife and are shifted, even it is
possible the women forget her position, also abuse of the people's pictures lands to many broad
distinctions and separations.
The worse than this is the persons rape, when a respectful person picture montage, locate an
prostitute body and caused his/ her disgrace or distribute the family pictures of the people and destruet
the respect and position of the person. Islam valves for the person's respect equal their spirit, how I can
not account unlawful this kind of offenced while all of us know how attempts to encourage the obscene
act, and easily extend the absence with publishing the shameful pictures and opens the unlawful door.
"mark laser" says: Internet having three features is themost important sources to encourage the lewding
. these three features are ; easy access capability of the users to the internet, ability of the people to pay
it, being unknown the users (laser, 1382, 72)
The crime that are against the modesty & moral that pornography is one of its meaning have
direct relation with the family are account the crimes against the family. Based an a definition, " the
crimes against the family are a group of the crimes that threat the survive of the family or family,
respect and dignity or the family members or unstable the family relation stability or have negative
effect on the genealogy, birth and generation" (katebi, 1385, p. 19). In a narrative from Emam said:
who clears a sin , is like a person who started that sin. (sadoogh 1404 h.g. P. 247)
3.Conclusion
Considering the increasing extent of the computer usage among the society, its abuse percent
increased too, has formed a new branch of the crimes. This matter made challenge able the society
panel laws, worried the government. The legislators established special laws to solve this problem that
generally was in rash and needs more Investigation & more thinking.
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In our country there is not any coordination among Islamic penalty laws with computer crimes
penalty laws, and the legislator accounted two kinds of the penalty for a crime.
In measured investigation among Guo-630 article of Islamic penalty laws with 15- 14 article of
the computer crimes laws has seen a clear opposition that it must be omit.
Also among the computer crimes against the modesty & moral there are a groups that the children
are their direct aims and must have much high penalty, because underage child can not distinguish and
misled from this channel. This paper doesn't know enough the present laws and based on the special
importance of the respected offends suppose that care more in the penalty laws.
Also is worthy the computer crime penalties against the modesty & the moral to its traditional
from have much severity because the computer crimes can disturb the world for of fenced person,
because the reflex of the offence in the computer crime is very vast from the traditional sense.
An alternative that gained after investigation & the care about the computer crimes against
modesty & moral, having codified law about use of the internet & the computer communications as the
computer communications requires use of the code and identification & other personal information's,
that when accrued a crime, recognize the criminals and resign the law. If perform these solutions,
absolutely we will witness the considered decreasing of the computer crimes.
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